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Wire Cloth Accessories

Tie Wire
Marco carries top quality stainless steel tie wire. Wire diameters include: .047, .051, 
and .062. Tie wire package size options include: Exact 25lb. coils; 5lb. and 10lb. 
spools; 10lb. and 12 lb. dispenser boxes; 3-1/2 lb. coils to fit Ideal Reels. Tie wire 
stocks also include cop per clad wire, special alloys and wire diameters.

Hook Strips and Edges
Hook Strips and Edges are galvanized unless otherwise specified. 
Screens for classifying, sizing, straining, sieving, and are typically held 
by clamping rails that apply tension across the screening surface. The 
tension is applied through edge treatments on the woven wire cloth 
screen panel commonly referred to as hooks, hook strips, or hooking 
strips. Proper screen tension is crucial for effective screening and longer 
screen life. Our edge preparations fit the deck properly for easy screen 
installation and tensioning. Banded hook edges increase strength (prevent 
flattening) and eliminate mesh pullout on fine wire mesh or high tension 
screens. Screens are available with any style of edge preparation or hook 
strip, ready for field installation upon delivery.

U-Edging
U-Edging is a wire mesh product accessory that 
is a u-shaped strip attached to the edge of a wire 
mesh product sheet to make the edges more 
attractive and safer. Being the most economical 
makes it the most common U-edge to safely 
secure the edges of most of our wire products. 
It is available in carbon steel, stainless steel, 
aluminum and galvanized steel. Our U-Edging is 
easy to install, available in custom lengths and 
fully welded to ensure a solid encasement for the 
wire mesh.

Hooked Edge without Reinforcing

Two-Piece Hook Strip with Canvas Insert

Bent Plate Welded on Edge

Bonded Plate Welded Insert

Knuckled Edge

Two-Piece Hook Strip

Square with Inserts

Welded Edge Wire

Regular Hook Strip
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